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GEO FAB:GEOFAB ensures you for eco-friendly fabric/textile specially banana,
Bamboo,milk,sissle, soya, fabric etc . This is a beautiful, animal free textile that
mimics real silk and acts as great vegan alternative.
We have been working with innovative mentors to convert biological/natural
fibers into geo-textiles or green textiles specially above natural fabric.
Organic Fiber has a good luster and good drape natural fiber fabric is very noble
fashionable, environment friendly and healthy. Natural fibers are elegant and high
versatile.
GEOFAB refers to clothing and other accessories that are designed to use bio
degradable and organic materials. Our production process for natural fabric is
sustainable, eco-friendly one.
GEOFAB thus assures you for skin friendly fashion better ecology and detour back to
nature’s hidden secrets.

The GEOFAB Features :Banana Fiber fabric:Banana fibers used for GEOFAB are extracted from banana stems and hence they are
odorless. It do not shrink the color doesn’t fade after a wash and it remain wrinkle free.
It is very lightweight, soft and low maintenance.
It has strong moisture absorption capacity. It absorbs as well as releases moisture very
fast. Hence GEOFAB clothing is very cool.
No Negative effect on body skin and environment. It has more capacity to absorb
harmful ultraviolet rays of the sun than any fabric.
GEOFAB usually comes with geometric design details.
GEOFAB Decorative details:





Hand Embroidery
Computerized embroidery
Machine embroidery
Hand painting
Calado.

GEOFAB Care:-

The following are general care tips for cleaning and caring for specialty fabric
GEOFAB.
As for all fine fabrics, we recommend that you clean them as little as possible.
Always test clean on a small area, preferably a corner or back side of the material.
When cleaning alternate between dry cleaning and hand washing because dry
cleaning will not retain the natural fiber oils as will hand washing. Alternatively,
hand washing may diminish a small percentage of the structural character of the
fabric.
Dry cleaning:- Always request professional dry clean using a short cleaning cycle and
low power solvents (co2, Silicon based, DF2000 etc) do not clean fine fabrics with the
standard “High Power” solvents such as perc (Percholorethylene).
When washing by hand always use cold water and a mild natural soap or detergent. For
all washings a few drops of essential oils will help to cleanse the fabric.
For long term storage, GEOFAB should be sealed against light , air and insects storing
with small amounts of Lavender cloves ,Rosemary or Garlic is recommended .
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